
Bringing the world to the classroom
and the classroom to life
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“Your actions, your 
voice and your 
choices all have a 
huge impact.”
Jack Johnson
National Geographic Ambassador 
to the Arts, Musician

Impact (level 4)
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TEENS

Program Description Language Levels Teaching Hours 
(per level)

Core

Time Zones 2e
An easy-to-teach five-level program that teaches teens to 
use English effectively, developing them into successful 
global citizens.

AmE 5 Up to  
192 Hours

Impact
A series that encourages self-expression, global 
citizenship, and active participation in the classroom 
through cross-curricular topics and stories from National 
Geographic Explorers.

AmE 
/ BrE 5 Up to  

128 Hours

Perspectives
A series that uses powerful ideas from TED Talks to 
develop confident users of English in speaking, writing, 
and on international exams.

AmE 
/ BrE 4 Up to 

120 Hours

Close Up 2e A complete series for secondary and exam preparation 
designed to appeal to the inquisitive minds of teenagers. BrE 7 Up to  

144 Hours

Supplementary

Learn English 
with TED Talks

A supplemental resource for students enrolled in 
English language learning programs that helps learners 
understand and discuss powerful ideas from TED Talks.

AmE 4 Up to  
60 Hours

C O R E
OUR

VALUES
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TEENS

Program Description Language Levels Teaching Hours 
(per level)

Core

Time Zones 2e
An easy-to-teach five-level program that teaches teens to 
use English effectively, developing them into successful 
global citizens.

AmE 5 Up to  
192 Hours

Impact
A series that encourages self-expression, global 
citizenship, and active participation in the classroom 
through cross-curricular topics and stories from National 
Geographic Explorers.

AmE 
/ BrE 5 Up to  

128 Hours

Perspectives
A series that uses powerful ideas from TED Talks to 
develop confident users of English in speaking, writing, 
and on international exams.

AmE 
/ BrE 4 Up to 

120 Hours

Close Up 2e A complete series for secondary and exam preparation 
designed to appeal to the inquisitive minds of teenagers. BrE 7 Up to  

144 Hours

Supplementary

Learn English 
with TED Talks

A supplemental resource for students enrolled in 
English language learning programs that helps learners 
understand and discuss powerful ideas from TED Talks.

AmE 4 Up to  
60 Hours

1 
Teach learners 
how to use 
English effectively

2 
Prepare learners 
with 21st century 
skills

3 
Make learning 
enjoyable and 
relevant

Our TEENS programs use real  
information to help teenagers discover 
who they are, and to explore what they 

might become in the future.

ELTNGL.com/teens
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FOR STUDENTS
All core series offer:

• Student Books
• Workbooks (online/printed)
• Combo Splits
• Audio/Video 
• Online Student Resources

FOR TEACHERS
All core series offer:

• Teacher Books
• Classroom Presentation Tool
• Assessment 
• Online Teacher Resources

4 
Create global 
citizens

TEENS

Pre–A1 A1 A1+ A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 C1 C2

TEENS

Pre–A1 A1 A1+ A2 A2+ B1 B1+ B2 C1 C2
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TEENS

ELTNGL.com/timezones

PRE–A1 to B1

American English
Beginner–Low Pre-intermediate

Time Zones, Second Edition is a four-skills program 
designed to teach teenage learners how to use English 
effectively, developing them into successful global citizens. 
Time Zones, Second Edition combines a communicative 
approach to learning English with National Geographic 
content, images and video.

Authors: 
Nicholas Beare, David Bohlke, Tim Collins, 
Catherine Frazier, Richard Frazier,  
Mary Jane Maples, Ian Purdon, 
Jennifer Wilkin

CEFR correlation
Pre–A1 A1 A2 B1

Starter
1
 2
3
4

FOR STUDENTS STARTER LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
Combo (Student Book with Workbook) 9781305260313 n/a
Student Book with Online Workbook

n/a

9781305509245 9781305510722 9781305510739 9781305510746
Student Book Only 9781305259843 9781305259850 9781305259867 9781305259874
Student eBook 9781305260245 9781305260252 9781305260269 9781305260276
Workbook 9781305259928 9781305259935 9781305259942 9781305259959
Online Workbook 9781305260085 9781305260092 9781305260108 9781305260115
Combo Split 1A 9781305260122 9781305260146 9781305260160 9781305260184
Combo Split 1B 9781305260139 9781305260153 9781305260177 9781305260191
Combo Split with Online Workbook 1A 9781305509252 9781305510753 9781305510777 9781305510791
Combo Split with Online Workbook 1B 9781305509269 9781305510760 9781305510784 9781305510807
Combo Split Online Workbook 1A 9781305509276 9781305510814 9781305510838 9781305510852
Combo Split Online Workbook 1B 9781305509283 9781305510821 9781305510845 9781305510869

FOR TEACHERS STARTER LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
Teacher’s Edition Teacher Website 9781305259881 9781305259898 9781305259904 9781305259911
Classroom Audio CD and DVD 9781305878785 9781305260009 9781305260016 9781305260023 9781305260030
Classroom Presentation Tool (on USB) 9780357032619 9780357032572 9780357032589 9780357032596 9780357032602
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® n/a 9781305260290 9781305260283

S E C O N D  E D I T I O N

“I like the fact that the people in 
the book are real and have real 
and interesting stories.”
Anne-Marie Walker Fujimoto, Japan
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Unit themes selected according to current interests and 
relevance to teenage students.

High-interest content provides motivation for 
teenagers to think and learn about real issues, and gets 
them talking in English as early as possible...

…while not forgetting fun, everyday, relatable topics for 
teens!

“Big captivating photos, 
short but meaningful 
activities, and real world 
high-interest topics – 
three big cheers for Time 
Zones!”
Trevor Goodwin, 
Kwangju Foreign School, Korea

94 Unit 9  Unit 9 95

Reading
  Look at the photo and scan the article. Who made Leon’s new 

hand? Check (P) the correct answer.

  Leon’s dad  a doctor  an engineer

  Read the title. What do you think the title means?

 Read quickly. Underline the things that 3D printers can make. 

A

B

C

Leon McCarthy has no fingers on his left hand, so his dad made a 
new hand on a 3D printer at home. His new low-cost hand is 
changing his life. Now he can pick up things. He can also throw a 
ball, and ride a bike—with both hands!

What is a 3D printer? 

A 3D printer uses plastic to print 3D objects. It can make hands, 
fingers, or feet at a cheap price. It can make jewelry, toys, and 
sunglasses, too! 3D printers are becoming very popular because they 
can make almost everything! Some designers are even using 3D 
printers to print food and houses! Schools are also using 3D printers 
to teach students design.  

How does a 3D printer work? 

There are three main steps in 3D printing. First, a person uses 
software or a scanner to design an object. Then, the printer checks 
the object’s shape and size. Finally, the printer uses plastic to print 
the object. 

5

10

15

HOW 3D 
PRINTERS
 ARE CHANGING LIVES

Leon McCarthy using 
his new plastic hand

2–26

92 Unit 192 Unit 9  Unit 9 93

Psy performing live on 
stage. More than 2 billion 
people have seen his 
video “Gangnam Style.”

Feliks Zemdegs  
won the World 
Rubik’s Cube 
Championship 
in 2013.

Reading
  Read the title and look at the 

pictures. What do you think the 
article is about? 

  Read the first paragraph. 
Underline the meaning of “fad.”

  Discuss. Work with a partner. What 
are some fads you have heard of?

A

B

C

Hula hoops. Pet rocks. Tamagotchis. These things used to be very 
popular. Did you ever own any of these? If you didn’t, don’t feel too 
bad. They were all fads. A fad is something that becomes very 
popular among a large number of people, but only for a short time. 
Something can become a fad very quickly, but can stop being 
popular just as quickly. When it is no longer “cool,” a fad goes away. 
Anything can become a fad—fashion, food, entertainment, 
technology, even language.

In the late 1970s, a Hungarian professor of architecture named Erno 
Rubik was looking for a creative way to teach his students about 3D 
objects. He invented a six-color plastic object that would be called 
the Rubik’s Cube. The objective was to get each side of the cube a 
different color. It was very challenging. It took a few years for the toy 
to become popular, but then suddenly, in 1982, it seemed everyone 
had one. Consumers bought over a hundred million of the toys. 
There were 50 books available that year offering solutions. Then, just 
as suddenly as the craze started, it ended. By 1983, people were not 
interested in the Rubik’s Cube anymore, perhaps because so many 
people already had one in their home. 

In 2012, a South Korean musician named Psy released a song called 
“Gangnam Style.” The music video shows Psy pretending to horse-ride 
while he is dancing. In six months, it became the first YouTube video 
ever to reach a billion views. Six months after that, it went on to reach 
two billion views. The song and video started a worldwide dance 
craze, similar to the “Macarena” dance fad from the 1990s. “Gangnam 
Style” had a huge influence on world popular culture. U.S. President 
Barack Obama and U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron even tried out 
the dance. Although “Gangnam Style” faded in popularity, the “Korean 
Wave” of culture remains popular all over the world.

5

10

15

20

25

 WHAT MAKES A

FAD?
2–25

88 89

9

Visitors playing a computer 
game during a games fair

WHAT ARE YOU 

DOING?

Preview
    Listen. Number what each person is doing in the order you hear 

them (1–6).

 

textingtaking 
a photo

1

checking 
email

calling 
a friend

chatting playing 
a game

  How techie are you? Complete the survey on page 132 and see  
your results.

  Talk with a partner. 
Compare your results.

A 2–19

B

C

Really? I only send three or four texts!

I send seven or more texts in a day.

The Real World sections share 
recent discoveries, research and 
experiments, allowing students to 
look at the unit’s theme from a new 
perspective.

92 Unit 9

The Real World

Robots and 

Microrobots

Look at the photo below and the caption. What is a “microrobot”?

 a. a small robot b. a flying robot c. a robot that look like a bee

Listen to the article about Robert Wood. 
Then answer the following questions. 

1.  Wood is also a (professor / student).

2. RoboBees are the size of a (bird / fly). 

3.  RoboBees can (go into dangerous places / 
help in cooking food).

4.  Millibots are some of the (fastest / smallest) 
robots in the world.

Discussion. What else do you think RoboBees can help in doing?

A

B 2–23

Robert Wood is a National Geographic Explorer. 

He is also an electrical engineer. He makes many 

different types of robots—from robots that fly to 

robots you can wear. He is now working on 

making new robots at Harvard University.

Microrobots called Robobees

NEW Video lessons in EVERY unit 
prompt discussion while expanding 
students’ knowledge of the world.

Unit 9 97

V I D E O

ABOUT  

THE VIDEO

A photographer 

shows us how to take 

close-up photographs 

of lions.

B E F O R E  YO U  WATC H

Circle the correct answer. Who do you think took the photo of the  
lions below? 

a. a photographer b. a remote-controlled car c. an animal

W H I L E  YO U  WATC H

Check your answer to the Before You Watch question.

Watch the video again. Complete the information below using  
the words in the labels.

camera

buggy

remote control

Chris McLennan puts the  in a small car. This small car is also 
called a  . McLennan is using a  to control the car.  
The car is taking photographs of lions in the wild.

A F T E R  YO U  WATC H

Talk with a partner.  Describe the car to a partner. If you had a car like 
this, what photographs would you take?

A

B

A New Photographer

Lions in Botswana
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TEENS
A1+ to B2

American and British English
High-Beginner–Upper-intermediate

Series Editors: 
Dr. JoAnn Crandall, Dr. Joan Kang Shin
Authors: 
Katherine Stannett, Lesley Koustaff, 
Diane Pinkley, Thomas Fast

Impact helps teenage learners to better understand themselves, 
each other, and the world they live in. By encouraging self-
expression, global citizenship, and active participation, Impact 
motivates students to explore who they are and who they want 
to be – all while learning English!

American English
FOR STUDENTS FOUNDATIONS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
Student Book 9781337624787 9781305862975 9781305509313 9781305862951 9781305862968
Student Book with Online Workbook 9781337743808 9781337610926 9781337610933 9781337610940 9781337610919
Workbook 9781337624817 9781305872684 9781305872653 9781305872660 9781305872677
Workbook Online Printed Access Card 9781337627191 9781305873759 9781305873728 9781305873735 9781305873742
Workbook Online Electronic Access Code 9781337627184 9781305873711 9781305873667 9781305873674 9781305873681
Combo Split A 9781337627856 9781305874534 9781305873513 9781305873537 9781305873551
Combo Split B 9781337627863 9781305873575 9781305873520 9781305873544 9781305873568

FOR TEACHERS FOUNDATIONS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
Lesson Planner with MP3 Audio CD, Teacher Resource 
CD-ROM and DVD 9781337627832 9781305873612 9781305873582 9781305873599 9781305873605

Classroom DVD 9781337627269 9781305873438 9781305873407 9781305873414 9781305873421
Classroom Presentation Tool (USB) 9781337627177 9781337786447 9781337786454 9781337786461 9781337786478
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781337627849 9781305874527 9781305874497 9781305874503 9781305874510

FOR STUDENTS FOUNDATIONS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
Student Book 9781337280310 9781337281065 9781337281072 9781337281089 9781337281096
Student Book with Online Workbook 9781337504041 9781337504003 9781337504010 9781337504027 9781337504034
Workbook with Workbook Audio CD 9781337293969 9781337293921 9781337293938 9781337293945 9781337293952
Online Workbook Printed Access Code 9781337293709 9781337293716 9781337293723 9781337293730 9781337293747
Combo Split A with Workbook with Audio CD 9781337553919 9781337553834 9781337553858 9781337553872 9781337553896
Combo Split B with Workbook with Audio CD 9781337553926 9781337553841 9781337553865 9781337553889 9781337553902
Combo Split A 9781337554015 9781337553933 9781337553957 9781337553971 9781337553995
Combo Split B 9781337554022 9781337553940 9781337553964 9781337553988 9781337554008

FOR TEACHERS FOUNDATIONS LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
Lesson Planner with Audio CD, Teacher Resource  
CD-ROM and DVD 9781337293891 9781337293853 9781337293860 9781337293877 9781337293884

Classroom Presentation Tool (USB) 9781337293600 9781337786317 9781337786324 9781337786331 9781337786348
Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® 9781337293808 9781337293815 9781337293822 9781337293839 9781337293846

British English



National Geographic Explorers feature as role models 
of successful global citizens

1. Watch scene 8.2. 

2. What would you say your “own thing” 
is? How does it bring you closer to other 
people? How does it help you stand out?

3. Do you let the world define you? Or do 
you define who you are? Or both? Explain 
with examples.

—Paul D. Miller, aka DJ Spooky 
National Geographic Explorer, Artist/Writer/Musician

“There are so many people who just let the world define 
them. What happens when you begin to realize another 

world is possible—that’s art.”

Do Your Own Thing 

Make an Impact
perform for your class.

•  Choose a type of performing art to 
perform for the class.

•  Before you perform, explain what you’re 
doing. Give background on the history 
and popularity of your performing art 
form. Talk about what you need to know 
and have to perform. 

•  Hold a question-and-answer session 
with the class after your performance.

A interview a performer.

•  Think of a performing artist in your 
community. Prepare ten questions  
to ask the artist about the type of work 
he or she does. 

•  Conduct your interview. Audio record or 
film it. 

•  Play your interview for the class.

make a timeline.

•  Choose a type of performing art. 
Research its history. 

•  Make a timeline to illustrate the history 
of this performing art. Use photos to 
show how it’s changed.

•  Present your timeline to the class.

B

C

141140
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Express Yourself

Choose an activity.1. Choose a topic:

environment 2. Choose a way to express yourself:

3. Present your work.

4

Work in groups. Discuss the poem.

1.  What do you think the poem is 

about? Circle the letter. Support 

your answer.a. buying trendy fashions 

b. reducing your fashion footprint 

c. buying only recycled clothing

2.  The poem says we shouldn’t buy 

things we don’t need. Do you agree 

or disagree? Explain.

2

The Garb AgeFashion is about excess, 

about wanting more. 
It’s indulgent, vain, 

selfish to the core.Excess is euphemism 
for avoidable waste. 

Buying without need 
is in poor taste.In a finite world 

resources are scarce. 
Surplus drains, and 

Earth has no spares.Fads repeat like history, 

dated becomes news. 
Reduce, repurpose, recycle. 

Up-cycle and reuse!Fight a failing model. 
Save scraps, set the stage. 

Sew your own designs, 

but don’t let your garb age.

Read and listen to the poem by Asher Jay. TR: 57

1

Connect ideas. In Unit 3 you 

learned about group behaviors. In 

this unit, you learned about fashion 

trends. What connection do you 

see between the two topics?

3

75

74
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The Veil Nebula is a cloud of hot gas and 

dust in outer space. It’s the remains of a 

star that exploded around 8,000 years ago.

1. What can we learn from exploring outer space?

2. Bethany Ehlmann points out that we’re sending 

missions to other worlds. One of them is our 

neighboring planet Mars. What other worlds should 

we explore? Why?

3. What personality characteristics do you think you 

need to participate in space exploration? Name at 

least three.

New  
Frontiers

“ We are pushing the frontiers 

in our own solar system, 

sending missions to other 

worlds, looking outward to 

distant pinpoints of light.”

—Bethany Ehlmann

Unit �

9392
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Meet the Explorers

Unit 1 Unit 2
JACK ANDRAKA Inventor

When Jack Andraka was 15 years old, he invented a test to 
detect certain types of cancer. Jack hopes he can inspire 
other young people to pursue their passions. He believes that 
everyone has the power to make a difference. What are you 
passionate about?

JENNY DALTRY Herpetologist and Conservationist

Jenny Daltry has always loved reptiles. She collected lizards, 
frogs, and snakes near her home when she was a child. She also 
volunteered at a zoo. When Jenny was 18, she traveled to India 
to work on a crocodile farm. There she realized she wanted to 
become a herpetologist: someone who studies reptiles.

Unit 3 Unit 4
IAIN COUZIN Behavioral Ecologist

Iain Couzin uses math to study how animals behave in groups. 
With mathematical models, he can take a closer look at bird 
migrations, insect colonies, and schools of fish. Iain thinks we 
can use this research to answer questions about our world, such 
as “How do animals benefit from working in groups?” and “Can 
humans learn from animal behavior to work better in groups?”

ASHER JAY Creative Conservationist

Do you think about where your clothes come from? Asher Jay 
does! She paints, writes, and designs fashions that help raise 
awareness for sustainability and conservation. Asher feels very 
connected to the environment and to all living things, even plants 
and bugs. That’s why she wants to reduce her fashion footprint 
and inspire others to do the same.

Unit 5 Unit 6
RYAN CARNEY Paleontologist/Evolutionary Biologist

Ryan Carney’s hero is Leonardo da Vinci. Most people know that 
da Vinci was a painter and an architect. Did you know that he 
also designed flying machines? Ryan is a little like his hero. He’s 
also an artist, and studies the evolution of flight. Ryan examines 
flying dinosaurs and compares them with modern-day birds using 
x-ray machines.

BETHANY EHLMANN Planetary Geologist

Bethany Ehlmann studies planets and explores our solar system 
and beyond. She works on the NASA Mars Rover Curiosity 
mission. Bethany helps Curiosity navigate to collect rocks and 
minerals on Mars. She hopes we can study these samples to find 
signs of life on Mars and on other worlds. Do you believe there’s 
life beyond Earth?

Unit 7 Unit 8
AMI VITALE National Geographic Photographer

Ami Vitale is more than just a photographer—she’s a visual 
storyteller. Ami has visited more than 90 countries to take 
photographs. She’s lived in mud huts, interacted with giant 
pandas, and traveled through war zones. Ami thinks photos have 
the power to tell stories and create change. Do you enjoy taking 
photos? What story would you like to tell?

PAUL D. MILLER AKA DJ SPOOKY Artist/Writer/Musician

Artist, writer, and musician Paul D. Miller performs under the 
name DJ Spooky. He uses technology to create unique blends 
of sound for his songs. He’s developed a DJ app to let others do 
the same. Paul looks at music as information, not just sound. 
He hopes his musical compositions can raise awareness about 
environmental and social issues.

6 7
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VIDE

Choose an activity.

1. Work independently. Research leopard seals. Learn about 

their role in the Antarctic ecosystem. What animals do they 

prey on? Who are their predators? Prepare a short presentation 

to share with the class.

2. Work in pairs. Compare and contrast the leopard seal with 

another misunderstood animal from this unit. Use a Venn 

diagram to show the two animals’ similarities and differences.

3. Work in groups. Many people consider the leopard seal 

a dangerous, deadly predator. Create an advertisement to 

educate people about the leopard seal and persuade them to 

change their opinions. 

29

Before you watch, discuss in pairs. Look at this  

photo. How would you feel if you were near this  

animal? What would you do?

Write. The video you’re going to watch is called  

Face-to-Face with a Leopard Seal. From the title, predict  

what will happen when the photographer comes face-to-face 

with the animal in the photo.

 

 

Watch scene 2.1. While you watch, circle three words that are 

used in the video to describe the leopard seal.  

23

24

25

After you watch, work in pairs to answer the questions.

1. Where does the leopard seal live?

2. How does Paul Nicklen feel when he first gets into the water?

3. What does the leopard seal do to Paul to show a threat?

4. What does the leopard seal first bring to Paul?

5. Why does the leopard seal seem disgusted?

6. Why does Paul say that the leopard seal is panicked? What 

does she start doing at this point?

7. What are the misconceptions that Paul had about the animal? 

How does she change his ideas?

26

Work in pairs. Look at your answers from Activity 24. Did you 

correctly predict the outcome of the video? Explain how the 

leopard seal’s actions help classify it as a misunderstood animal. 

Discuss in groups. Why do you think Paul wanted to photograph 

the leopard seal? What can he teach others about this animal 

with his photos and his story? Explain using examples from  

the video.

27

28

aggressive big nervous predatory

caring disgusting terrified useless

A leopard seal 

3534
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Cross-curricular topics and themes engage learners and 
prepare them for future academic success

“The courseware National Geographic Learning has provided for us 
is extremely practical for the classroom and is motivating for the 
students. The Impact series in particular is a great course to teach in the 
classroom, with topics that are so interesting I often find myself amazed 
by some of the pictures, videos and reading passages in the books.”
Lewis Readman, Apollo English, Vietnam

Read and write the words from the list.4

Listen. How do the speakers compare and contrast their little brothers? Write the 

words and phrases you hear.  TR: 7

Read and complete the dialogue. 

Dave: My aunt and uncle are visiting this week.

Nina: You don’t seem very happy about it.

Dave:  I’m not. My aunt is always saying, “You’re    

your uncle Jack!”

 Nina: Well, are you and your uncle   ?

 Dave:  No, we’re very different.    him, I’m active 

and outgoing. All he does is watch TV.

 Nina:  Is he funny? Optimistic? Generous,    you? 

 Dave: No way.   !  He never gives me anything, 

  not even on my birthday.

7

78

Comparing Contrasting

You’re outgoing? So am I! You’re shy? Not me! I’m not shy at all.

Just like you, I’m self-confident. Unlike you, I’m optimistic.

We’re alike because we’re both patient. I’m determined, but you’re just stubborn!

SPEAKING STRATEGY TR: 6

By the time Jack Andraka was 14 years old, he was very     

about science. Jack really wanted to focus on cancer research. He came up with a cheap,  

fast way to detect a type of cancer. When he first proposed his idea, some adults thought that 

Jack was being too   ,  but he was    

to prove them wrong. He stayed    and entered his idea into an 

international science fair. Jack won! Now he feels more   .  People 

have even asked him to be on TV because of his    personality and 

creative ideas. 

Learn new words. Listen for the words. Write each trait next to the 

correct example. Are these words positive or negative? Decide. Then, 

listen and repeat.  TR: 4 and 5

5

  1.   You never change! Just listen to me for once.

  2.   You put salt and pepper on your ice cream? Wow!

  3.   I like our music teacher. In her class, everyone  

gets a chance to play.

  4.   Oh, come on. Nobody is looking at you. Let’s dance.

Work in pairs. Take turns. Use a  

coin to move. (Heads = 1 space;  

tails = 2 spaces) Compare and 

contrast as instructed.

Work in groups. Compare and 

contrast your parents. Are you like 

or unlike your parents? Do your 

classmates’ parents seem like or 

unlike your own parents?

9

10

2014 Emerging 

Explorer, inventor 

Jack Andraka

Choose an activity. Work in pairs.

1. Together think of a famous person, such as a singer, actor, or  

Internet personality. Separately list as many descriptive words  

as you can about that person. Are any of your words the 

same? Do you agree with your partner’s description? 

2. As a student, you’re an expert on teachers. Think about 

teachers you’ve had, and write words to describe them. Look 

at the positive qualities you both listed. Then work together  

to write a description of your ideal teacher.

3. Write the letters in your partner’s name going down the side 

of a paper. Then write a word that describes your partner 

for each letter. When you’re finished, compare your name 

poems. Do you agree with your partner’s description?

6

ambitious determined enthusiastic generous

optimistic organized outgoing self-confident

fair   odd   self-conscious   stubborn

Go to p. 153.
12 13
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Video-based Professional 
Development Program: uses short 

videos of real secondary classrooms and 
interviews with teachers from around the 
world help teachers get the most out of 

Impact.

Explorers appear throughout each 
unit to promote 21st century skills.

Make an Impact
Design a flying machine.

Make an evolution poster.

least four steps in its evolution. 

Advertise a flying machine.

 

audience to fly in it.

A

B

C

1. Watch scene 5.2. 

2. What are your interests? How have they 

changed over the years? Is there anything 

that you were interested in as a child that 

you are still learning about? What is it?

3. The people you read about in this unit, 

from Leonardo da Vinci to Ryan Carney, 

made their interests their life’s work. How 

could you turn your own interests into a 

career? What would you need to do? 

—Ryan Carney 
National Geographic Explorer, Paleontologist/Evolutionary Biologist

“As an evolutionary biologist, I get to combine both childhood 
interests into my research: dinosaurs and animation!”

Explore Your Interests

A pilot guiding a homemade machine during 

a flying competition in Moscow, Russia
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Perspectives teaches learners to think critically and to develop 
the language skills they need to find their own voice in English. 
The carefully-guided language lessons, real-world stories, 
and TED Talks motivate learners to think creatively and 
communicate effectively. 

In Perspectives, learners develop an open mind, a critical eye 
and a clear voice in English.

 u Every unit explores one idea from different perspectives,  
  giving learners opportunities for practicing language as  
  they look at the world in new ways
 u Students learn the critical thinking skills and strategies  
  they need to evaluate new information and develop their  
  own opinions and ideas
 u Students respond to the unit theme and express their  
  own ideas confidently in English 
 u Exam-style task types and test-taking strategies prepare  
  students for a range of international exams
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“Perspectives can transform the classroom into the real 
world, where the teacher and students truly engage in 
language learning. With a wide variety of visual pictures and 
accessible resources, the textbook provides real settings 
that students can actually become real English users, not 
just English learners.”
Nobuya Kitajima, Keio Senior High School, Japan
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5D  What does it mean to be a 
citizen of the world?

“ They are ultimately global issues, and 
they can ultimately only be solved 
by global citizens demanding global 
solutions from their leaders.” HUGH EVANS

AUTHENTIC LISTENING SKILLS
Rhetorical questions

Speakers sometimes announce what is coming next by 
asking a rhetorical question (a question they don’t expect an 
answer to), then answering it themselves. This can introduce 
a new topic or section to the talk. 

 1  Look at the Authentic Listening Skills box. Listen and 
read the first rhetorical question from the TED Talk. What 
do you expect the speaker to talk about next? Listen and 
check your idea.  34

But how did we actually go about recruiting and engaging 
those global citizens?

  2  Complete the extracts from the talk with the questions. 
Then listen and check.  35

a  So where are we? 
b But have we achieved our mission? 
c How will that achieve anything?

Now, maybe that doesn't sound like a lot to you.  
(1)  Well, it achieved a lot because she  
wasn't alone. 

(2)  We run this amazing festival, we've scored 
some big policy wins, and citizens are signing up all over 
the world. (3)  No. We have such a long way  
to go.

WATCH
  3  Work in pairs. What kind of citizen do you identify as? 

Rank the descriptions in the correct order for you  
(1 = most; 4 = least). Say why.

  as a member of your local community
 as a citizen of your town, city, or region
 as a citizen of your country
 as a global citizen

 4  Watch Part 1 of the talk. Choose the correct option to 
complete each sentence.  5.1

1 Davinia is unusual because she works selflessly for other 
people / became a politician at a very young age.

2 She donated / raised money for girls’ education.
3 Global citizens are defined by their actions / their beliefs 

and their actions.
4 Working with others worldwide is the best way / the only 

way of solving the world’s problems.

   5  Watch Part 2 of the talk. Are the sentences true or false? 
 5.3

1 As a boy, Hugh was not interested in social issues.
2 Sonny Boy's family was rich. 
3 The family slept together in a tiny room.
4 Meeting Sonny Boy made Hugh aware of inequalities. 
5 Hugh says that governments did not cause Sonny  

Boy’s problems.
6 He believes money can solve the problems. 
7 He says that communities cannot find their own solutions 

to their problems.
8 Hugh decided to start the Global Citizen movement 

when he got back to Australia. 

 6  Watch Part 3 of the talk. Complete the sentences.  5.3

1 According to research,  of people who are 
concerned about the world’s problems have taken action 
to change them.

2 Hugh wanted to encourage  of people in 
 countries to become global citizens.

3 Hugh found that many different kinds of people were 
concerned about the same  . 

4 Hugh organized the Global Citizen music festival at the 
same time as the  .

5 People earned tickets for the festival by  on 
a global issue.

6 Last year,  people in New York were able to 
get tickets to the festival.

7  Members of Global Citizen come from  
countries, and last year  people joined  
every week.

8 Davinia and  other people raised enough 
money to encourage donations from the US government.

  7  Watch Part 4 of the talk.  5.4

1 What does Hugh mean by these statements?
 a  Those of us who look beyond our borders are on the right 

side of history.
 b  We have such a long way to go.

2 Label the future hopes in the order that Hugh mentions 
them. Global Citizen will:

    be recruited from every country in the world.
   become more determined.
    check that world leaders achieve new goals.
    increase in numbers.
   work to eradicate illnesses.

 8  VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT

a Watch the clips from the TED Talk. Choose the correct 
meaning of the words and phrases.  5.5

b Complete the sentences in your own words.  
Then compare your sentences in pairs.

 1  I didn’t sleep a wink the day before / after 
 .

 2  I wonder why some people find it so hard to 
 . After all, it’s not rocket science.

 3  I’m not a  person. Far from it. I’m actually 
very  .

C H A L L E N G E

Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 Which of these words would you use to describe 
Hugh’s ambitions for Global Citizen? Why?

 a idealistic b realistic c ambitious d achievable

2 ”Think globally, act locally.“ What can you do at a local 
level to change the world?

 9   MY PERSPECTIVE

  Work in pairs. Do you think younger people have a more 
global outlook than older people? Why? What are the 
advantages of thinking globally?

Read about Hugh Evans and get ready to watch his TED Talk.  5.0

64 Unit 5 Global Citizens Unit 5 Global Citizens 65
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VOCABULARY Personality
 1   MY PERSPECTIVE

 Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 Look at the photo. What words would you use to describe this person?
2 Circle two or three of the words below to describe yourself.

cool friendly funny happy honest intelligent 
kind loud mean nice popular shy

3 Think of two or three words that other people might use to describe you.
4 Were your answers to questions 2 and 3 the same or different? Why?

  2  Match the pairs of words that have a similar meaning. Use your dictionary if 
necessary. Then think of someone you know who you can describe with each 
pair of words.

1 smart   a relaxed
2 calm   b friendly
3 helpful   c intelligent
4 cheerful   d kind

 3  Choose the correct option to complete each sentence.

1 I’m active / lazy on the weekends. I usually play sports and go out with my friends. 
2 He’s confident / nervous about giving presentations because he doesn’t like 

making mistakes.
3 She’s very sociable / shy and has a lot of friends.
4 Our coach is serious / easygoing and lets us listen to music before basketball 

practice.
5 Kenji is very hard-working / talented. He isn’t the best, but he really wants  

to succeed.
6 Luis is really loud / quiet. You always know when he’s in a room!

 4   Work in pairs. Take turns describing people in your class, but don’t say their 
names. Can your partner guess who you’re talking about?

 5  Work in pairs. Think of a famous person together. Then, working separately, 
each make a list of words to describe this person. Use your dictionary if 
necessary. Then compare your lists. Did you use any of the same words?  
Do you agree with your partner’s description? Why?

 6  Work with the same partner. Make one list for your person from Activity 5 
using all the words you agree on. Read your list to the class. Can the class 
guess your person?

1A He’s really into music.

Many people use their 
physical appearance to 
say something about 
themselves.

1
  Who are you?

She’s calm, helpful, and cheerful.
Is it Li?

No. She’s also very active−but a little bit shy.
Oh, is it Ana?

Unit 1 Who are you? 98 

I N  T H I S  U N I T ,  Y O U . . .

•   learn about occupations, interests, 
and descriptions.

•   talk about yourself and others.

•   read about how people show 
emotions.

•   watch a TED Talk about people’s 
secrets.

•   speak and write about what you like 
to do.

PERSPECTIVES
Every unit explores one idea from different 

perspectives, giving students opportunities 
for practicing language as they look at the 

world in new ways.
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5E Invitations
SPEAKING   Taking about availability
 1  MY PERSPECTIVE

 How do you think the students in the photo feel? Why?

  2  Listen to the conversation. What important life event is mentioned?  35

  3  Listen again. Write down the days and times mentioned.  35

 4  You’re having a party to welcome a new student, Delia, to your school. Decide 
on a day, time, location, and type of food for it.

   5  Work in pairs. Take turns inviting each other and saying whether you can or 
can’t go. Use phrases from the Useful language box.

WRITING Informal invitations and replies
 6  Read the three notes. Match each one to the correct purpose.

1  Making an invitation
2  Accepting an invitation
3  Saying no to an invitation

Writing strategy

Politely making and replying to 
invitations
•  When you write an invitation, 

give the time, date, location, and 
type of event. Remember to ask 
the person to let you know if they 
can come.

•  When you accept an invitation, 
begin by saying thank you. If you 
have any questions about the 
event, ask them. It can be polite 
to offer to bring something (food 
or drinks, for example).

•  When you say no to an invitation, 
begin by saying thank you. 
Apologize that you can’t make 
it and say why—without giving 
too many details if you don’t 
want to. It can be polite to end by 
saying you hope they enjoy the 
event and offering to make plans 
another time.

Useful language

Asking if someone is available
Are you busy next Saturday?
Are you around / free on Sunday?
Are you doing anything on Tuesday 

night?

Saying if you are available or not
I (don’t) think so.
It depends.
I’m not sure.
I’ll have to ask my parents.
I need to check my schedule.

Accepting an invitation
Sure, I’d love to.
That sounds great!

Saying no to an invitation
Thanks for inviting me, but I’m afraid 

I’m busy.
Sorry, I can’t make it. But thank you 

for inviting me.

   7  In each note, underline the expressions used for making, accepting, or saying 
no to an invitation.

 8  In informal notes, we sometimes use abbreviations. Find an abbreviation in 
each note. Which one means:
1 Let me know if you can come? 
2 As soon as possible? 

3 I also want to say… 

  9  WRITING SKILL  Politely making and replying to invitations 

 Work in pairs. Read the Writing strategy box. Think of a celebration  
you would like to have. Write an informal invitation to your partner.  
Use two abbreviations.

 10  Exchange invitations. Then write a reply to your partner’s invitation.

 11  Check each other’s work. Do the notes use abbreviations and the Writing 
strategies correctly?

Students in Punjab, India, 
celebrate their graduation.

Hi Davina,
Thanks for inviting me to your graduation party. It sounds like a lot of fun. I’d love 
to come. What should I wear? Should I bring anything? Let me know A.S.A.P.!
Lena

a

Anders,
Thank you for the invitation to your New Year’s party. I’m sorry, but I can’t make 
it. I’ve already made other plans that night. I’m going to be with my family.
Lucas
P.S. I hope you have a great time! Let’s catch up soon!

b

Hey Sylvia,
I’m having a birthday party on Saturday the 25th from 5:00 to 10:00 at my house. 
We’re going to have pizza and cake and then watch a movie and play some 
games. Can you make it? R.S.V.P.
Joanna

c
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Students develop the English language skills they 
need to respond to the unit theme and express their 
own ideas confidently in English.

In Perspectives, learners develop an 
open mind, a critical eye and a clear 
voice in English.

READING
 1  Complete the sentences with these pairs of words.

confirm + scam deleted + permission 
emails + filter inbox + attached 
infected + backups  profile + edit 
social media + posting store + flash drive

1 Some of my posts were  without my 
 . I have no idea why!

2 I can’t believe how many  manage to 
get through my spam  .

3 He’s very active on  . He’s always 
 new updates and adding photos.

4 I keep my  very private, and I often go 
back and  things I’ve written.

5 This strange email just arrived in my  
with a file  to it, so I deleted it.

6 When they asked me to  my bank 
details, I started to think it must be a  .

7 I  all my documents in the cloud now, 
rather than using a  .

8 My computer got a virus that  a lot of 
my files and I didn’t have any  .

 2  Work in pairs. How do you think the things in Activity 1 
can happen? Why would people do them?

 3  Look at the infographic and read the stories. Then 
answer the questions.

1  What mistake did each person make?
2 What was the result of each mistake?

 4  Work in pairs. Answer the questions.

1 Who didn’t realize they’d made a mistake for a long time?
2 Who received several emails from the same person?
3 Who thought they had found a bargain?
4 Who was scared into responding to an email too quickly?
5 Who accepted the blame for what happened?
6 Who didn’t read a product description carefully enough?

   5  Read the stories again to check your ideas in Activity 4. 
Underline the parts that helped you decide.

 6   MY PERSPECTIVE

 Make a list of the different ways you could protect 
yourself from the same kinds of online crimes that Laura, 
Bruno, and Janella encountered.

2B Risky Business
VOCABULARY BUILDING  

   7  Match the adjectives with the nouns they are used  
with in the stories on page 25.

1 the normal a hotels
2 a secondhand b relative
3 my personal c PlayStation
4 luxury d documents
5 common e fees
6 a distant f price
7 official g sense
8 legal h details

CRITICAL THINKING Interpreting data

 8  Work in groups. Look at the cybercrime graphs on  
page 25. Discuss the questions.

1  Where does the data come from? Do you think this is a 
reliable source?

2 What crimes do the graphs focus on? What do you know 
about them?

3 What’s the most common crime? Why do you think  
that is?

4 Which age groups are the least affected? the most? Why 
do you think that is?

5 Do you think the statistics would be different for your 
country? Why? Do you know where to find this data?

 9  Work in groups. Discuss the questions.

1 Which of the three mistakes do you think is the most 
serious? the least? Why?

2 Why do you think each person acted as they did? 
3 What do you think each person did after realizing  

their mistake?
4 Have you heard any stories about similar mistakes?  

If so, what happened?

Online Crime

Bruno I was surfing the web one 
day when I found a site selling Xboxes and 
PlayStations. I couldn’t believe how cheap 
they were. They had stuff on there for half 
the normal price! I clicked on one item and 
bought what was advertised as a “PlayStation 
4 original box and receipt.” I assumed it was 
secondhand and, since it was only 150 euros, 
I bought it without checking the details. You 
can imagine how I felt a few days later when 
the postman brought me just the box and the 
receipt!

Origin of crime: Romania

Janella Looking back, it was my 
own fault, but when I got an email saying 
a distant relative had died and left me 
millions of dollars, common sense went 
out of the window! It was from someone 
claiming to be a lawyer in West Africa. 
I know my dad’s side of the family had 
connections there, so I thought it must be 
true. They attached documents that looked 
official and kept writing, so eventually I sent 
them 8,000 dollars to pay the legal fees. Of 
course, it was a scam and I never heard from 
them again… or got my money back!

Origin of crime: West Africa

Laura One day last year, I got a call 
from what I thought was my bank. They said 
someone was trying to take money from my 
account without my permission, and that 
they needed to confirm my personal details 
to stop it. I’ll be honest—I didn’t really 
understand what was going on and wanted 
to stop anything bad from happening, so I 
gave them my name and address and date 
of birth. I didn’t hear back, but a month later 
I got my credit card statement and found 
someone had spent over 11,000 pounds on 
flights and luxury hotels!

Origin of crime: The United States

8  The world becomes more connected every day. It’s now easier than 
ever to keep in touch with friends and family around the world. Online banking 
allows people to access their accounts from anywhere that has an internet 
connection. People don’t even have to leave the house to go shopping! However, 
with greater connectivity comes greater risk. Every year, hundreds of thousands 
of people become victims of online crime. We asked our readers to share some of 
their terrible tech tales, and we examine where the crimes originate. 

West Africa

Romania

The United States

Source: U.S. Department of Justice / Federal Bureau of Investigation Statistics shown are for 2015.
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You will often see visuals and charts in newspapers, books,  
and articles online to add information and support the text. 
You need to check that these statistics are from a reliable 
source and interpret the data for yourself before you read.

Adjective and noun collocations
We usually place the adjective before the noun; however, the 
adjective can sometimes come after the noun. For example, 
the adjective comes after the noun when describing units  
of measurement.
Her brother is five feet tall.
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Students learn essential critical thinking strategies 
to evaluate new information and develop their own 
opinions and ideas.

READING
 1  Complete the sentences with these pairs of words.

confirm + scam deleted + permission 
emails + filter inbox + attached 
infected + backups  profile + edit 
social media + posting store + flash drive

1 Some of my posts were  without my 
 . I have no idea why!

2 I can’t believe how many  manage to 
get through my spam  .

3 He’s very active on  . He’s always 
 new updates and adding photos.

4 I keep my  very private, and I often go 
back and  things I’ve written.

5 This strange email just arrived in my  
with a file  to it, so I deleted it.

6 When they asked me to  my bank 
details, I started to think it must be a  .

7 I  all my documents in the cloud now, 
rather than using a  .

8 My computer got a virus that  a lot of 
my files and I didn’t have any  .

 2  Work in pairs. How do you think the things in Activity 1 
can happen? Why would people do them?

 3  Look at the infographic and read the stories. Then 
answer the questions.

1  What mistake did each person make?
2 What was the result of each mistake?

 4  Work in pairs. Answer the questions.

1 Who didn’t realize they’d made a mistake for a long time?
2 Who received several emails from the same person?
3 Who thought they had found a bargain?
4 Who was scared into responding to an email too quickly?
5 Who accepted the blame for what happened?
6 Who didn’t read a product description carefully enough?

   5  Read the stories again to check your ideas in Activity 4. 
Underline the parts that helped you decide.

 6   MY PERSPECTIVE

 Make a list of the different ways you could protect 
yourself from the same kinds of online crimes that Laura, 
Bruno, and Janella encountered.

2B Risky Business
VOCABULARY BUILDING  

   7  Match the adjectives with the nouns they are used  
with in the stories on page 25.

1 the normal a hotels
2 a secondhand b relative
3 my personal c PlayStation
4 luxury d documents
5 common e fees
6 a distant f price
7 official g sense
8 legal h details

CRITICAL THINKING Interpreting data

 8  Work in groups. Look at the cybercrime graphs on  
page 25. Discuss the questions.

1  Where does the data come from? Do you think this is a 
reliable source?

2 What crimes do the graphs focus on? What do you know 
about them?

3 What’s the most common crime? Why do you think  
that is?

4 Which age groups are the least affected? the most? Why 
do you think that is?

5 Do you think the statistics would be different for your 
country? Why? Do you know where to find this data?

 9  Work in groups. Discuss the questions.

1 Which of the three mistakes do you think is the most 
serious? the least? Why?

2 Why do you think each person acted as they did? 
3 What do you think each person did after realizing  

their mistake?
4 Have you heard any stories about similar mistakes?  

If so, what happened?

Online Crime

Bruno I was surfing the web one 
day when I found a site selling Xboxes and 
PlayStations. I couldn’t believe how cheap 
they were. They had stuff on there for half 
the normal price! I clicked on one item and 
bought what was advertised as a “PlayStation 
4 original box and receipt.” I assumed it was 
secondhand and, since it was only 150 euros, 
I bought it without checking the details. You 
can imagine how I felt a few days later when 
the postman brought me just the box and the 
receipt!

Origin of crime: Romania

Janella Looking back, it was my 
own fault, but when I got an email saying 
a distant relative had died and left me 
millions of dollars, common sense went 
out of the window! It was from someone 
claiming to be a lawyer in West Africa. 
I know my dad’s side of the family had 
connections there, so I thought it must be 
true. They attached documents that looked 
official and kept writing, so eventually I sent 
them 8,000 dollars to pay the legal fees. Of 
course, it was a scam and I never heard from 
them again… or got my money back!

Origin of crime: West Africa

Laura One day last year, I got a call 
from what I thought was my bank. They said 
someone was trying to take money from my 
account without my permission, and that 
they needed to confirm my personal details 
to stop it. I’ll be honest—I didn’t really 
understand what was going on and wanted 
to stop anything bad from happening, so I 
gave them my name and address and date 
of birth. I didn’t hear back, but a month later 
I got my credit card statement and found 
someone had spent over 11,000 pounds on 
flights and luxury hotels!

Origin of crime: The United States

8  The world becomes more connected every day. It’s now easier than 
ever to keep in touch with friends and family around the world. Online banking 
allows people to access their accounts from anywhere that has an internet 
connection. People don’t even have to leave the house to go shopping! However, 
with greater connectivity comes greater risk. Every year, hundreds of thousands 
of people become victims of online crime. We asked our readers to share some of 
their terrible tech tales, and we examine where the crimes originate. 

West Africa

Romania

The United States

Source: U.S. Department of Justice / Federal Bureau of Investigation Statistics shown are for 2015.
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Cybercrime by age (US)
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You will often see visuals and charts in newspapers, books,  
and articles online to add information and support the text. 
You need to check that these statistics are from a reliable 
source and interpret the data for yourself before you read.

Adjective and noun collocations
We usually place the adjective before the noun; however, the 
adjective can sometimes come after the noun. For example, 
the adjective comes after the noun when describing units  
of measurement.
Her brother is five feet tall.
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Exam-style activities and test-taking 
strategies prepare students for a range of 
international exams.

inofcrime:Romania
inofcrime:WestAfrica
inofcrime:TheUnitedStates
source:U.S.Departmentof
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Elementary–Proficient

British English
Authors: 
Angela Healan, Katrina Gormley, 
Diana Shotton, Karen Ludlow, 
Montse Watkin

With a new component array and strong digital support, the 
new edition of Close-up has been fully updated to be in line 
with the new Cambridge First for Schools 2015 specifications. 
Close-up is still as interesting, topical and up to date as ever 
with spectacular National Geographic photography and facts 
that have been carefully selected to appeal to the inquisitive 
minds of teenagers.

 u A new ’Learning Focus’ feature introduces ’learning to  
  learn’ tips so students can see what they need to do  
  themselves outside of the classroom to progress
 u Step-by-step grammar presentations making the teaching  
  of grammar clearer and more straightforward
 u New component array and strong digital support exploits 
  the material in an easy-to-use way for both the teacher  
  and the student

48 eltcloseup.com

TEENS

FOR STUDENTS LEVEL A1+ LEVEL A2 LEVEL B1 LEVEL B1+ LEVEL  B2 LEVEL C1 LEVEL C2
Student Book with Online Student 
Zone 9781408098196 9781408096840 9781408095546 9781408095638 9781408095720 9781408095812 9781408098332

Student Book with Online Student 
Zone and DVD eBook (HTML) n/a 9781408095645 9781408095737 n/a

Student Book with Online Student 
Zone and DVD eBook (Flash) 9781408098233 9781408096956 9781408095553 9781408097915 9781408097922 9781408095829 9781408098455

Workbook 9781408098240 9781408096895 9781408095560 9781408095652 9781408095744 9781408095836 9781408098387
Workbook with Online Workbook 9781408098264 9781408096901 9781408095881 9781408095898 9781408095904 9781408095911 9781408098417

FOR TEACHERS LEVEL A1+ LEVEL A2 LEVEL B1 LEVEL B1+ LEVEL  B2 LEVEL C1 LEVEL C2
Teacher’s Book with Online Teacher 
Zone and Audio CD+Video CD+ 
Interactive Whiteboard

9781408098295 9781408096963 9781473755512 9781473755529 9781473755536 9781473755543 9781408098431

Teacher’s Book with Online  
Teacher Zone   9781408098288 9781408096925 9781408098509 9781408098516 9781408098523 9781408098530 9781408098424

Interactive Whiteboard (HTML) n/a 9781408096413 9781408096420 n/a

SECOND EDITION

NEW



Engaging topics are 
introduced through  
stunning photography to 
appeal to the inquisitive 
minds of teenagers.

Just for the Health of It36 The Place to Be
Reading:  multiple-matching, using context to understand signs
Vocabulary:  town- & country-related words, phrasal verbs, buildings &  

giving directions
Grammar:  demonstratives, articles
Listening:  gap fill (monologue), listening for days, times & numbers
Speaking:  asking & answering questions, understanding what people say, giving 

directions, checking understanding
Writing:  a formal email, thinking about sequence, using formal language, 

describing a route

69

The Batumi Technological 
University Tower in Adjara, 
Georgia

Two boys practicing freerunning 
parkour Aberystwyth, Wales

Reading: multiple-choice questions, reading around the gap
Vocabulary: words related to free time, phrasal verbs
Grammar: modals & semi-modals (1 & 2)
Listening: multiple-choice questions (pictures), predicting from pictures
Speaking: talking about free-time activities, decision making, talking about  

all the options, talking about possibility
Writing: postcard, linking words & phrases, writing the correct amount,  

writing a postcard
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Reading:  right or wrong, reading for main ideas
Vocabulary:  numbers, family, personal information, favourite things
Grammar: be, have got, questions with be & have got, this, that, these, those, possession
Listening: matching, choosing the correct option
Speaking:  asking & answering questions, talking about yourself, giving personal 

information
Writing:  a personal description, writing about yourself, giving information about 

yourself, writing tips for the exam

A young girl, dressed in traditional 
clothing, blows a pink bubble. 
Garoka, Papua New Guinea

5

This Is Me!1

Reading: right, wrong, doesn't say, checking information
Vocabulary: nouns, verbs & adjectives for objects and devices
Grammar: superlative adjectives, the one & the ones, expressing purpose, will for 

predictions
Listening: gap-fill, spelling correctly 
Speaking: asking & answering about a science fair, giving directions, listening for the 

question word
Writing: captions, adding information in captions, expressing purpose, completing 

forms with more detailed information

Robotic jockeys are used in camel 
racing events. Bidiya, Oman

83

Invent It!7

ONLINE STUDENT AND TEACHER ZONE

All the online resources for Close Up can be 
found on the super-to-use Close Up microsite 
which is home to the Online Student Zone 
and Online Teacher Zone.

Online Teacher Zone Resources:
 u Answer Keys
 u End-of-year Test
 u Mid-Year Tests
 u Extra Tasks for early finishers
 u Progress Chart
 u Progress Tests
 u Quizzes
 u Recording Scripts
 u Interactive Whiteboard

The reading texts have been 
carefully aligned with CEFR levels 
and the Cambridge First exam, 
and chosen to relate to students’ 
own areas of interest. 

Exam tasks are aligned with the latest 
specifications.

Students’ abilities to think, form, 
express, and justify opinions are 
developed further in the “Ideas 
Focus” sections – a core skill for 
success at First and a constant 
challenge for teachers to do at 
this age.

The integrated “Exam Close Up” feature gives 
students and teachers step-by-step advice and 
strategies for how best to approach exam tasks 
so students have an opportunity to put the 
advice into practice on the page.

Read�ng
A  What do people do in their free time? 

Below is a list of popular free-time 
activities for young people in the UK.  
Put them in the order of popularity from 1 
(most popular) to 10 (least popular). 

   Listening to music

   Shopping

   Reading

   Watching TV

   Eating out

  Your teacher will give you the correct answers.

B  Work with a partner. Think of some activities 
people enjoy that can be very dangerous. 
What makes them dangerous?

C  Read the title of the text. Where do you think 
this activity is taking place?

Deep underground, darkness surrounds you. Where are you? 
You’re inside one of Earth’s millions of caves. Why are you there? 
You’re a caver and you want to explore its twisting tunnels, study its 
strange rock formations and look for the animals that live in it.

   Going for a day out

   Exercising

   Going to after school clubs

   Going to the cinema

    Spending time with friends / 
family

Stormchaser Herb Stein of the 
Center for Severe Weather Research 
with DOW 7, a specially-equipped 
research vehicle
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Meet a Caver

Stephen Alvarez is a caver. He 

travels the world exploring and 

photographing caves. He (1) 

 to climb mountains to 

reach some caves or dive deep 

down to search for underwater 

caves. He has photographed some 

very impressive caves including the 

longest in the world, Mammoth Cave 

in the USA, (2)  has 580 

kilometres of tunnels.

Underground Danger

People sometimes ask Alvarez  

(3)  caving is dangerous. 

It is. ‘Caves are dangerous if you 

don’t know what you’re doing,’ he 

says. Staying safe is important. 

Alvarez goes into caves with other 

cavers, never by himself. That way, 

team members can look out for 

each other.

Cavers carry the right (4)  

for all situations. Knee pads and 

gloves are important, and they must 

wear a (5)  to protect the 

head. Most cavers use headlamps to 

provide light. This leaves their hands 

free to climb and crawl. They also 

carry extra torches and they know 

how to use ropes. 

Word Focus
headlamp: a large, powerful light that you wear on 

your forehead
victim: someone who has been hurt or killed
threat: something that can cause damage or danger
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D  Read the Exam Close-up. Then read the text again 
and think of words which could go in each gap. 

E Now complete the Exam Task. Remember to check 
if each word fits in the gap before choosing the 
correct one. Your teacher will give you the words.

F Find these words in the text and use them to 
complete the definitions below.

     capture    crawl    destroy    explore    flow    surround   

 1 To  means to be all around something or 
someone.

 2 To  means to damage something 
completely.

 3 To  means to catch someone or something.

 4 To  means to travel around an area to learn 
about it.

 5 To  means to move slowly along the ground 
on hands and knees.

 6 To  means to move easily in one direction.

Ben Caddell descends into 
Majlis al Jinn cave in Oman

Exam Close-up
Reading around the gap

• Read the text quickly to get a general 
understanding of it. 

• Then re-read the sentences with gaps and try 
to think of a word that could fit before you 
look at the answer options.

• Read the answer options, start by eliminating 
the obviously wrong answers, and then focus 
on the options that are left. 

• Sometimes, two answers seem possible, so 
read ‘around’ the gap so you understand the 
complete sentence.

Read the text and choose the correct word for each 
space. For each question, mark the correct letter  
a, b, c, or d. Your teacher will give you the words.

Exam Task

Decorations

There are fantastic shapes to see in caves. These 

shapes are called decorations and they form 

when rainwater drips onto stone. Examples of 

these are stalactites, which hang down from 

a cave ceiling, and stalagmites, which grow 

upwards from the cave floor. But Alvarez says 

there are many (6) , including some 

that look like popcorn and some that look like a 

nest of eggs.

Cave Creatures

Beautiful cave decorations are not all that you’ll 

see in caves. Animals live in caves, too. Many of 

(7)  are eyeless. They don’t need eyes 

because there is no light in the cave. Alvarez 

has seen fish and spiders without eyes. Because 

they can’t see, these creatures can hear, touch or 

smell very well. They can move around and they 

know what’s nearby. They can capture their food 

without ever seeing the victim!

Cave Threats

Explorers like Alvarez know how important it is 

to (8)  caves. Pollution is one threat. 

Polluted water from farms or businesses can flow 

into caves, destroying decorations and killing 

animals. Human visitors can also be a threat.  

A (9)  caver can destroy in minutes 

what took thousands of years to form. That’s  

(10)  responsible cavers say, ‘Take 

nothing but pictures. Leave nothing but 

footprints. Kill nothing but time!’

•  Would you like to try caving? Why? / Why not?
•  Do you enjoy doing all of the activities in Exercise A? 

Why? / Why not?

Ideas Focus

Cavers light the entrance passage 
of Ora Cave. New Britain Island, 
Papua New Guinea
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135

11
Reading: 

multiple-choice & matching, understanding questions

Vocabulary: 
weather-re

lated words, open cloze, deciding what kind of word is missing

Grammar: 
 comparative adjectives & adverbs, superlative adjectives & adverbs, open 

cloze, writin
g the correct word

Listening: 
gap-fill (m

onologue), lis
tening for numbers, adjectives & common words

Speaking: 
 asking & answering questions about th

e weather, expressing differences 

& similaritie
s

Writing: 

 a postcard, using a variety of tenses, planning your answer, ta
lking about 

present, past & future activities

It’s
 Raining Cats & Dogs

A local farmer 

stra
nded on his tr

actor 

after flooding in 

Gloucestershire, England
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